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Roland Udenze, AIA, RAIA is an internationally

renowned design architect and has several creations in over
10 states across America, and in Mexico, Egypt, Saudi Arabia,
Ireland, England, Singapore and China. Working at Haskell as a
director, Udenze has gained over 20 years of experience bringing
professional expertise to craft the optimal solution for each
project. One of his creations, the Maryland Proton Treatment
Center, is on page 10.
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Jaya Kader, AIA

is the founding principal of KZ
Architecture. Kader is an active member of the AIA and serves
on the Advisory Group for the Committee on Design. Kader has
been an advocate for sustainable design since the inception of
her practice. Her passion for sustainability can be seen on her
project, the Woodcrest Residence, on page 12.
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CDM Smith provides lasting and integrated solutions

in water, environment, transportation, energy and facilities to
public and private clients around the globe. As a full-service
engineering and construction firm, CDM Smith delivers client
service, quality results and enduring value across the entire
project life cycle. Their work in sustainability is showcased on
page 16 with the Renewable Energy Facility 2.
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Robert “Bob” Currie, FAIA is the founding principal

of Currie Sowards Aguila Architects. For more than 40 years,
Currie has remained diligent and dedicated to the development
and redevelopment of South Florida with an emphasis on Delray
Beach. His commitment to revitalizing Delray Beach can be seen
in his project, the Delray Beach Arts Warehouse, on page 18.
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Edward “Tim” Seibert, FAIA,
another original member of
the Sarasota School of midcentury modern architects,
passed shortly after Leedy.
In 1955, Seibert opened his
own firm and quickly gained
national attention for his design
work. Diane Greer looks back
on Leedy and Seibert’s immeasurable careers
on pages 26 and 27.
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Richard Shieldhouse is a
planner, preservationist and
tourism expert. He has a
master’s degree in city and regional planning from Harvard
University and a doctorate
in design, construction and
planning from the University
of Florida. Diane Greer reviews Shieldhouse’s
new book, “William Morgan: Evolution of an
Architect” on page 28.
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Doug Kulig, AIA has been a key player in the hospitality
industry for nearly three decades, leading OBMI’s hospitality and
luxury residential architectural projects globally. When it comes
to working globally, Kulig knows it’s all about understanding the
culture, the contracts and the environment. His work on the
Cheemaun Beach Villa, page 21, highlights the importance of
understanding the environment.
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Gene Leedy, FAIA, one of the
original members of the Sarasota School of mid-century
modern architects, passed in
Winter Haven in November.
Leedy was one of the pioneers
of the modern movement in
Florida. Page 26.

Vicki L. Long, Hon. AIA, EVP/
CEO has served as the executive vice president/CEO of AIA
Florida since 2004. She recaps
AIA Florida’s recovery efforts
in the devastating aftermath of
Hurricane Michael on page 30.

Woodcrest Residence
Key Biscayne, Florida
KZ Architecture | Miami, Florida

The west elevation of the house is oriented toward the quiet residential street with a pedestrian path guiding visitors toward the main entrance.

Sited on an infill lot flanked by single-family homes and across
the street from a public school, this house was designed for
a family of six who desired privacy. Bounded by a residential
street and a busy public street, the client’s program called for
a modern dwelling that embraced their lifestyle, incorporated
the landscape and provided a harmonious backdrop for the
family’s modern art and furnishings. The home is designed to
maximize the site’s potential for private outdoor living spaces.
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The shading devices were designed in collaboration with an artist. Photos by Robin Hill Photography.

Overhangs and trellises modulate the transition from indoor to outdoor spaces throughout the house. A view toward the entry porch highlights the play of light from above.
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From the rear, the mass of the building surrounds a great lawn and pool, creating a courtyard.

Flood elevation required that the house
be raised 6 feet above grade. Despite the
change in elevation, minimizing the building
footprint and creating a private courtyard
that would be integrated with indoor spaces
were initial goals of the project. These goals
were accomplished by orienting the main
living spaces toward the private courtyard
and the residential street to the west of the
site. Separating the home’s pedestrian and
vehicular/service entries was achieved by
locating them along different streets.
The L-shaped plan of the ground floor
establishes the organization required by the
program. Between the two flanking streets,
a courtyard was created that provides ample
space for outdoor living. The main façade is
oriented toward the quiet residential street,
as are the living spaces.
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A pedestrian path leading to the entry starts
at the front lawn and continues up to a series
of steps beneath a trellis leading to an entry
porch fronting the pool. Entry into the house
from the north includes an entry gallery that
opens into the living/dining room and the
main stair. The stair serves as a sculptural
focus in the double height space. The carport
and service spaces are organized along the
busier street in front of the school.
The exterior screens, which function as shading
devices, were designed in collaboration with
an artist. They celebrate the power of light as
it filters through the patterns into the house
during the day and out into the street at night.
Civil Engineer: GGB Engineering, Inc., Structural
Engineer: Arbab Engineering, Inc., MEP: Shamrock
Engineering, Landscape (Hardscape): Naturaficial

The open riser stair features oak treads cantilevered
from the stone wall.

